
In 1993, after extensive preliminary tests, the Japanese scientist Masaru Emoto was finally able
to photograph frozen water drops via a microscope. He discovered that frozen water offered a
multitude of shapes, depending on the sources that he analyzed.

Together with his team he expanded the studies and photographed frozen water from different
natural sources and tap water from all over the world.

Finally he tried using music on water samples and to photograph them: with astonishing results.

The shapes of the water crystals did show characteristic properties in accordance to the chosen
style of music ! Lastly he conducted extensive tests with words, written directly on little bottles
filled with water by his team and by himself. You will found abundant information in his books.
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In autumn 2003 we have been contacted by a Swiss scientist who deals since several years with
the energetic topic of water. Both in Europe, Japan, the US and in other countries he tooked water
samples in order the check their chemical and energetic quality.

Inspired by the publications on our homepage and by the already conducted scientific studies, he
was interested in integrating our technology for his own products.

During our first meeting he offered to test the potential of our water vitalizing device Aquivator©.
His main idea was to introduce his test method to a large public. The photographs that were made
by him are presented without copyright by his courtesy.
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PEWA - procedure

Whilst the imaging technique of Masaru Emoto examines the formation of flat, two dimensional
crystals (their transition from fluid to solid crystalline state) with a microscope and the so formed
crystals are photographed within a short time frame (some seconds up to a few minutes) the
scientific staff of the PEWA Labs currently seem to follow an opposite path:

they observe the transition of water in a diffusion chamber. In this process water will form (during
a time frame of one to three hours) a spatial and three-dimensional crystal. One of the
advantages of this technique might represent the fact, that the growth process can be observed
with the naked eye. Furthermore, the crystal can be photographed from all sides and therefore
allows to be analyzed and interpreted very precisely.
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The main difference of the PEWA-procedure mainly consists in the fact, that the growth of the crystals can be verified throughout a much
longer period and that out of it specialized scientist can take additional benefits. Compared to other techniques, the results might be more
meaningful.

This method helps to clearly detect, if water was exposed to environmental pollution; if this is the case, the crystal will feature completely
different growth properties than natural water. Water, polluted by chemical pollutants or even by external influences such as electrosmog,
tendentially shows a disordered molecular structure; furthermore, this kind of polluted water doesn’t contain any vital forces.

It is therefore no surprise, that vitalized water features completely different growth properties, than polluted water.

The PEWA procedure suits perfectly for observing the growth of vital forces of liquids in “slow-motion”.
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Let‘s grow crystals

We are used to be confronted -in most of scientific studies- with two-dimensional pictures. We
believe that by analyzing crystals, one also should observe and analyze the three-dimensional
structure. We are convinced that much more detailed information about the quality of water can
be noticed.

In particular, it is of great interest how a crystal grows, into which directions the clusters to
branch out and -above all- what kind of ramifications are formed.

The following photographs describes the analyses the have been conducted by using the
tachyonized water energizer BIOTAC TECLINE© Aquivator©.

The picture at the top on the right shows the growth of a crystal (normal tap water has been
used) after 90 minutes. The picture downright documents the difference, if the Aquivator© is
fixed on the faucet and if the tap water is energized.

The responsible person who did lead the tests did point out being very surprised about the
results. Insofar he wants to clearly emphasize the fact that after 90 minutes even along the edge
of the special container crystals did form out. This is a striking proof of the eminent bio-energetic
power of the water sample, only to be observed if pure and natural spring water is analyzed.

untreated tap water

vitalized tap water
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Let‘s grow crystals - II

The well-known South Korean chemistry professor Dr. Mu Shik
John is of the opinion, than one can heal immune diseases with
hexagonal structured (clustered) water.

Thanks to its structure, this type of “water” easily flows through
the hexagonal channels of the cell walls and transports nutrients
very fast into the cells and harmful substances out of the cells.

Water represent the medium in which all the chemical processes
and alteration of the cells takes place. In our human body there
are two types of water:

• versatile, hexagonal water
• non-versatile water

The „versatile, hexagonal water“ features six molecules with a
common hydrogen connection.

„Non-versatile water“ represents water that is fixed to molecules.

Leitungswasser, unbehandelt

Leitungswasser, vitalisiert
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Leitungswasser * mit Aquivator

Let‘s grow crystals - III

Bear in mind that only the so called “versatile and hexagonal
water” is able to hydrogenate our cells !! Only hexagonal
structured water is capable to accumulate nutrients into the cells
and to filter out waste from the cells and out of the body.

As already stated, newborn babies almost exclusively “consists” of
hexagonal water. Over time the percentage of organically bounded
water in body increases and later dominates. This fact entails that
metabolic processes are restricted and slowed down and the
communication in between the cells is aggraved. Body toxins are
purged insufficiently, we get sick more easily and age faster.

It really is important “feeding” our body with hexagonal structures
water; it also helps to promote the natural healing processus.

As normal tap water and standard bottled mineral water rarely
withhold a hexagonal structure, water is eliminated from the body
without fulfilling its real function. Therefore the cells ail and age
faster. According to Dr. Alexis Carrell, who was awarded the Nobel
Prize in Physiology in 1912, the cell itself is immortal: only the
liquid in which the cells swims and floats may be degenerated.

“Renew this liquid, give the cell all the nutrients she needs and, as
we know, live will be eternal".
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Food and beverages that has been cooked and prepared with vitalized water tastes much better
and is healthier. Get spoiled and find out for yourself what vitalized and tachyonized water can do
for your, and what it is capable of !

Kids -as reported over and over by many parents- will immediately detect the different, if the
lemonade has been prepared with vitalized tap water.

The fast amortization and excellent cost-performance ratio of the AQUIVATOR©, its durable and
solid construction and, its best-possible lime scale protection are one of the reasons, that this
device has been elected as No. 1 device out of a selection of more than 350 other products for
vitalizing drinking water.

The unique draining screen design of the AQUIVATOR© leads to the fact, that only a minimum
quantity of water remains left in the aerator after closing the faucet. This effect causes the low
calcification in comparison to conventional aerators: the remaining water inside the faucet
vaporizes fast and the formation of unsanitary chalk is being hindered in a most efficient way. The
ball joint enables a comfortable swivel of the water jet for 360 in a square of 15 .

Compared with conventional aerators, the AQUIVATOR© saves up to 40% water and energy
and convinces with a agreeable and smooth ray. The patented construction enables that a lot of
oxygen is mixed to the water jet, even at low pressure.

The vitalizing and refreshing effects of the AQUIVATOR© last for at least 15 years!

It’s time for you to benefit from good tasting and healthy tap water !
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The Aquivator© should also to be integrated in every bathroom !

If we consider, how much water is wasted whilst washing the hands and brushing the teeth, the
sensation occurs, that we might contemplate an immediate purchase.

Please do not forget: the more your organism comes into contact with vitalized and energized
water, the more intense you contribute to your personal health !

Integrating the Aquivator© not only is to be considered by private persons: small, medium-sized
and large-scale companies would highly benefit: imagine, if all your staff

a) save water and does not waste it unnecessarily
b) consumes vitalized water

so definitely:

a) you will save lots of money (water bill)
b) your employees will be less sick and absent from work

Yes ! …. A very interesting “wellness-object” for all employees and superiors !

Size: 24mm x 38mm * chromed stainless steel * 24carat gold plated
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